Recent studies have focused on developing security systems using micro-Doppler radars to detect human bodies. However, the resolution of these conventional methods is unsuitable for identifying bodies and moreover, most of these conventional methods were designed for a solitary or sufficiently well-spaced targets. This paper proposes a solution to these problems with an image separation method for two closely spaced pedestrian targets. The proposed method first develops an image of the targets using ultra-wide-band (UWB) Doppler imaging radar. Next, the targets in the image are separated using a supervised learning-based separation method trained on a data set extracted using a range profile. We experimentally evaluated the performance of the image separation using some representative supervised separation methods and selected the most appropriate method. Finally, we reject false points caused by target interference based on the separation result. The experiment, assuming two pedestrians with a body separation of 0.44 m, shows that our method accurately separates their images using a UWB Doppler radar with a nominal down-range resolution of 0.3 m. We describe applications using various target positions, establish the performance, and derive optimal settings for our method.
Introduction
The imaging and identification of moving bodies using radar is a promising option for security systems. For such applications, a simple, accurate feature extraction of the detected targets is needed. Low-complexity radar systems using micro-Doppler radars have been proposed for this purpose [1] - [8] . These systems achieve intruder detection and motion classification based on time-frequency micro-Doppler signatures. However, the primary aim of these systems is detection or classification, and acquiring further details of location, shape, and motion is difficult. Moreover, most of these conventional methods were designed for a single human target. Although conventional pulse radar systems detect multiple targets using a simple peak detection method such as the CLEAN algorithm [9] , [10] , they can only be ap- plied to sufficiently well-spaced targets. Bilik and Tabrikian [7] proposed a method for classifying whether one or two people are detected using the data of a low range resolution ground surveillance radar. However, its classification accuracy is inadequate for the identification of each person. To track multiple bodies in a realistic situation, Doppler radar interferometric imaging with a dual frequency continuouswave signal has been proposed [11] , [12] . This method separates multiple scatterers using differences in their microDoppler frequencies and estimates the trajectory of each separated scatterer with direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation using interferometry. However, its range resolution is unsuitable for acquiring details of body shape and motion and yields many false images because of interference from multiple targets. Thus, the separation of closely spaced multiple bodies is also difficult using this method.
As a solution to these problems, ultra wide-band (UWB) radar is a powerful tool because of its highresolution imaging capability. Although accurate imaging algorithms with UWB radar for a moving target have been proposed [13] - [16] , they are not suitable for complexshaped moving targets such as human bodies. To resolve this problem, we previously proposed an imaging method using UWB Doppler radar imaging [17] , [18] . This method provides high-resolution images of multiple scattering centers using Doppler radar interferometric imaging methods and UWB signals. In addition, we proposed a method for rejecting false images caused by radar interference and achieved reliable, real-time pedestrian imaging and identification in a realistic environment [18] . However, the effectiveness of the proposed UWB Doppler imaging radar was only confirmed for a single human target; the separation and identification of more than one pedestrian was not considered.
This paper considers the separation of UWB Doppler radar images for two pedestrian targets where the minimum distance between them is smaller than the range resolution, a difficult task for conventional radar target separation methods. First, we introduce simple image separation methods using range profiles or an unsupervised classification method. We experimentally apply these methods to a group image estimated by UWB Doppler imaging radar and show that the separation accuracy of closely spaced pedestrians is unsatisfactory. To solve this problem, we propose Copyright c 2014 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers an accurate separation method using the supervised learning of radar images. We first propose a real-time training data extraction method based on range profiles. Next, we compare the separation accuracy of several representative supervised learning methods (k-nearest neighbor [5] , [19] , naive Bayesian classifier [7] , [20] , and support vector machine [6] , [21] , [22] ) using extracted training data, and then select the most appropriate method. In addition, we propose a rejection method for false points existing around the separation plane. An experiment consisting of two close pedestrian targets showed that our proposed method separated their images accurately where the number of targets was assumed to be two. Moreover, applications with various target positions are described, their performance is established, and suitable settings for the proposed separation method are derived. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the radar setup. We assume that the targets are two pedestrians, the nearer is denoted Target 1 and the further Target 2. This paper does not consider the situation where Target 2 overtakes Target 1, and assumes that the number of targets (two) is known. Note that the number of targets could be determined by other methods such as a multiple hypothesis tracker [10] or target number classification method [7] , and this paper thus does not consider the target number estimation problem. A transmitting antenna and Receivers 1, 2, and 3 are set up in the y = 0 plane. The positions of the transmitting antenna and Receivers 1, 2, and 3 are expressed as ( sitions and imaging results are acquired by the superposition of a result at each position z c . The transmitting signal is a continuous wave (CW) signal with a frequency of f 0 modulated by an m-sequence of chip width t C , giving a range resolution of ΔR = ct C /2 [24] , [25] , where c is the speed of light. The received signal waveform s ik (t) in range k using receiver i is acquired by taking a cross-correlation of the raw received signal with the time-shifted m-sequence [24] .
UWB Doppler Imaging Radar
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Imaging Procedure
The UWB Doppler imaging radar separates multiple scattering centers in the frequency domain and estimates the positions of extracted scattering centers [17] , [18] . If different scattering centers have different radial velocities, we can separate these by the differences in their Doppler frequencies. The Doppler frequency is expressed as:
where v d is the radial velocity and λ is the wavelength. The frequency f d for each time instance is determined by a time-frequency analysis of the received signal. In this paper, a time-frequency distribution S i j (t, v d ) is obtained by a sliding-window discrete Fourier transform (SDFT) [23] of s i j (t) and is calculated by:
where w H (t) is the Hamming window function, expressed as:
where T w is the window size. The SDFT calculates Eq. (2) for all time bins. The significant peaks of S ik (t, v d ) are extracted, and these peaks correspond to the scattering centers from the time-frequency distribution. We then estimate a position for each scattering center. The DOAs are estimated using interferometry, where the elevation DOA θ ELn and azimuth DOA θ AZn of the n-th scattering center are calculated from [11] , [12] :
where ∠A is the phase of A and k is the range bin where target n is detected. The distance R(t, v dn ) is estimated by finding the range that maximizes the echo intensity using the range interpolation method [17] . With the acquired range and DOAs, the positions of the scattering centers x s (t, v dn ) are determined from: 
In addition, we apply a false image rejection method [17] to the estimated x s (t, v dn ) to reduce the effect of interference between multiple scattering centers. Figure 2 illustrates the imaging result of a human target using the method described in [17] . In this example, with settings d v = d h = 3.5 cm, f 0 = 26.4 GHz and W = 500 MHz, a pedestrian is walking toward the transmitter. As shown in this result, a human outline is identifiable indicating that radar imaging achieves adequate outcomes. However, application to multiple targets was not previously considered. This paper is the first to consider the problem of separating two closely spaced pedestrian targets.
Simple Image Separation Methods and Their Problems
This section introduces two simple image separation methods for two targets and confirms their performance experimentally. One method separates the estimated scattering centers by identifying a delimiting boundary between the two targets using the range difference between targets and the other method uses cluster analysis of images.
Separation Method Based on Range Difference
Separation Procedure
This section investigates a simple target separation method using a delimiting boundary determined by the range difference between targets. Here, we extract the delimiting boundary as a power-weighted mean of the range profile for each time bin, expressed as: 
B(t) =
where N R is the number of range bins. The factor with an exponent of four compensates for the range attenuation in the radar equation. A target label (Target 1 or 2) for each estimated scattering center is determined by comparison of B(t) and R(t, v dn ).
Application Example with Experiment and Problem
This section describes an experiment where we imaged two pedestrians and determined the delimiting boundary from Eq. (5). Considering the range spread of the target, this is a relatively difficult task for conventional UWB Doppler radar imaging techniques because the separation of the targets is not sufficient compared to the nominal range resolution of 0.3 m, and the echoes from many parts of the body of both targets were mixed in the same range bin. In addition, they walked in phase and in the same direction, a relatively tough situation to analyze because Doppler radar separates targets using motion difference. The radar parameters were d v = 3.5 cm, d h = 3 cm, f 0 = 26.4 GHz, W = 500 MHz, and ΔR = 30 cm. Horn antennas were used with a −3 dB beam-width of ±11
• in both the E-and H-planes. The interpulse period was 1.29 ms, and the window size for the SDFT was 165 ms. We took measurements at four antenna positions to acquire the data that corresponded to the whole body: z c = 0.36, 0.83, 1.3, and 1.5 m, and imaging was performed by superposing the scattering centers estimated from each antenna location. Figure 4 shows the time-variation of the range profile for Receiver 1 at z c = 0.36 m. The strong echoes are obtained for t > 1.5 s. We can verify from these echoes that both targets are walking at an approximately constant speed towards the antennas. Figure 5 shows the summation of the spectrograms for ranges corresponding to Fig. 4 . The radial velocity offset corresponding to the walking speed and the micro-Doppler signatures of the leg motion are observed. Figure 6 shows the top view of the imaging and separation results using the simple separation method. Here, we use the data for t > 1.5 s because of the signal-to-noise ratio. Many separation errors are obtained because the range difference between the targets is too small compared to ΔR. Figure 7 shows the front views of the images separated by the simple separation method for 1.76 s < t < 2.39 s, corresponding to a single stride or half a walking cycle. Although human features are discernible to a certain degree, the extraction of a human target is difficult because of the many separation errors.
Separation Using Cluster Analysis
Another approach considered here is cluster analysis of image. This section investigates the separation performance of the k-means method that is a representative cluster analysis method [26] . The feature vector is composed of the xyt of the estimated scattering centers because pedestrian targets are assumed, where the height differences (in the z-axis 
(8) Figure 8 shows the separation result with the k-means method for k = 2 using the same data of Fig. 6 . As shown in this figure, the separating of estimated image points almost failed. This is because accurate separation using a k-means method is realized only for data with a clear boundary, and these estimated images do not have one. Moreover, the kmeans method does not use prior knowledge of the target features. Therefore, accurate separation using this method is difficult. Additionally, results using other cluster analysis methods such as Ward's method [27] were almost the same as the k-means method. Thus, image separation using a cluster analysis approach is difficult for closely spaced pedestrians. 
Image Separation Using a Supervised Learning Method
To achieve accurate separation, supervised learning methods are our approach of choice because they can realize more accurate classification/separation than cluster analysis techniques thanks to the use of training data. However, it is difficult for the UWB Doppler radar imager to prepare the appropriate training data in advance. This is because the radar parameters, such as the positions of scattering centers, Doppler frequency, and echo intensity, are very dependent on the surrounding environment and target movements. Consequently, we have to extract training data set for each measurement in real-time to apply a supervised separation method. In this section, we first propose a real-time training data acquisition method from each imaging result based on the range profile. Then, we compare the separation performance of three representative supervised separation methods using the training data extracted by the proposed acquisition method. Based on these examinations, we propose an accurate image separation method for two adjacent pedestrians.
Proposed Training Data Acquisition Method
This section proposes a training data acquisition method for the supervised separation method of radar images. In our proposed method, the training data set consists of selected scattering centers from the estimated images using the range profiles. Figure 9 shows an example of a range profile when the peaks corresponding to two pedestrian targets have been detected. The first and second peaks correspond to Targets 1 and 2. The data between these peaks correspond to the in- terference between the targets. Nevertheless, data on either side of these peaks can be regarded as echoes from one of the targets. Based on the above consideration, training data are extracted for the scattering centers that exist around the peaks in the range profile. First, the two peaks of the range profile are extracted for each time bin t. Here, if two peaks cannot be acquired, training data are not extracted at time t. Next, it is assumed that the reflected signal from each target is a Gaussian function, and the signals shown in Fig. 9 are estimated using each peak and the two adjacent range gates around it. The estimated signal at t corresponding to Targets 1 and 2 are denoted as G 1t (R) and G 2t (R), and the maximum powers of G 1t (R) and G 2t (R) are denoted as P 1t and P 2t . A threshold is set for the acquisition of training data for Target 1 by the range for which G 1t (R) = αP 1t holds, where 0 < α < 1 is a constant. Consequently, the range threshold for Target 1 is determined from:
where G −1 1t is the inverse function of G 1t and min(·) is a function returning the minimum value. As shown in this equation and Fig. 9 , α controls the threshold for the training data extraction, and its setting is important, both to avoid mislabeling the training data and to obtain a sufficient number of training data. A suitable setting for α is discussed in Sect. 5.2. For B 1 (t), scattering center information is extracted for the training data of Target 1 that satisfy the condition:
The training data of Target 1 is (x s , y s , t) of the scattering centers extracted by this equation. Similarly, the threshold for Target 2 is determined by:
and the condition for training data extraction for Target 2 is: This training data acquisition process is conducted for a certain time interval T in . All the data in T in is used to acquire a labeled training data set ψ tr = (x tr , y tr , t tr ). Figure 10 shows the acquired training data with an α of 0.3 from the data of Fig. 6 . As shown in this figure, a proper training data set can be extracted without label errors. Since there are only a limited number of time bins for which two peaks can be extracted, the amount of training data is small compared to the amount of estimated data. In this case, the ratio of training data to other data is 1.0%.
Selection of Appropriate Supervised Learning Method by Experiment
With a training data set with reliable labeling acquired using the method described in the previous section, we can use a supervised learning methods for image separation. This section selects an appropriate separation method from representative supervised classification methods by comparing their performance on experimental data. The feature space in these methods is xyt, the same as in Sect. 3.2.
K-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN)
The k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) algorithm is a simple and effective supervised separation method based on the closest training samples in the feature space [5] , [19] . The procedure to separate the UWB Doppler radar images using this algorithm is:
1. Calculate the distance between an xyt of i-th unlabeled scattering center ψ i =(x si , y si , t si ) and j-th training data ψ tr j . The distance is expressed as
2. Distance D i j is calculated for all training data. 3. Classify ψ i to the the target label that most frequently appears in the k training vectors nearest to ψ i selected with D i j . Figure 11 shows the separation results for the 3-NN with the same data as in Fig. 6 . The data for t > 1.5 s are used, and α = 0.3 is set empirically. The training data points are shown in Fig. 10 , where the evaluation data consist of the other scattering points excluding the training data points. In this case, k = 3 is a better setting for k-NN. We can see that many scattering centers are accurately separated with a 3-NN method.
Here we quantitatively evaluate the separation accuracy. A separation error rate is defined using a true separation plane in xyt space, defined as the central plane between the assumed true orbits of the targets. The true orbit of Target l is expressed as y = −t + y l and x = x l , and the true separation plane is defined as:
The number of misclassification points N E using y T (t, x) are then counted and the separation error rate is defined as
where N All is the total number of estimated scattering centers. For the simple methods, δ of Fig. 6 and Fig. 8 are 18.4% and 20.1%, respectively. In contrast, δ of Fig. 11 is 10.3%, indicating that k-NN realizes a more accurate separation than the simple methods because it conducts a supervised learning method using training data extracted with the proposed acquisition method.
Naive Bayesian Classifier (NBC)
The Naive Bayesian classifier (NBC) is a probabilistic classifier based on Bayes' theorem with naive independence assumptions on the feature parameters [7] , [20] . The probability model is where p(l|x s , y s , t) is the conditional probability of Target l given (x s , y s , t). These probability functions are calculated with the training data set [20] , and the scattering centers are labelled according to the maximum a posteriori decision rule. Figure 12 shows the classification results for the NBC algorithm with the same data as in Fig. 6 . Here, NBC assumes the Gaussian distribution and the parameters are same as in the previous section. As shown in this figure, NBC generates many separation errors, especially near (x, y) = (0.2 m, 2.5 m) because it requires training data to be evenly distributed in the region where the data exists. The δ of Fig. 12 is 12 .5%, worse than 3-NN because of these errors.
Support Vector Machine (SVM)
The SVM is an accurate classifier developed to create a nonlinear separation boundary by applying the kernel technique [6] , [21] , [22] . The separating plane determined by a SVM is expressed as:
where w i is a weight vector, b is the intercept, N Tr is the number of training data, and K(x, x ) = exp(−σ x − x 2 ) is the Gaussian kernel function that is known as a generalpurpose function for the SVM [21] . The parameters w i and b are determined by a soft-margin optimization process [22] . The SVM parameters (σ and a parameter in the optimization process) are set by a grid search using the two-fold crossvalidation approach [22] . Figure 13 shows the top view of the separation result using an SVM with the same data as in Fig. 6 . As shown in this figure, a SVM achieves accurate separation. The separation error rate δ is 6.91%, better than 3-NN. This is because SVM needs only a small amount of training data near the class boundary for separation. In contrast, k-NN generally requires a larger number of training data points than SVM. Because the number of training data is small given the proposed training data acquisition method shown in Fig. 10 , SVM is the most effective algorithm for the applications assumed in this paper. Hence, we selected SVM for the proposed separation method.
False Point Rejection
Image separation is achieved with the proposed training data acquisition method and SVM. However, because of the interference between targets, many false points that do not belong to either target remain near the separation boundary. As a final step, the proposed method removes these false points from the SVM separation results. First, a sphere centered at x s (t, v dn ) with a radius of r b in the xyt wl space is assumed, where t wl = tv wl and v wl is the mean radial velocity for the estimated scattering center corresponding to Target l (l = 1, 2). Next, the number N l of scattering centers that belong to each target within the assumed sphere is counted. If it is assumed that x s (t, v dn ) belongs to Target 1, the scattering centers that satisfy the condition N 1 /N 2 < β are rejected as false points, where 0 < β < 1 is empirically determined. If it is assumed that x s (t, v dn ) belongs to Target 2, the scattering centers that satisfy the condition N 2 /N 1 < β are rejected in the same way. Figure 14 shows the top view of the separation result after applying the false point rejection method to Fig. 13 . We set r b = ΔR/10 = 3 cm, and β = 0.3 empirically. This figure indicates that some false points near the boundary are rejected. The δ of Fig. 14 is 4 .87%, indicating that the proposed false point rejection method improves separation accuracy. In addition, Table 1 shows the δ for each method examined in Sect. 4, indicating that the combination of SVM and false point rejection realizes the best accuracy. Fig-Fig. 14 Top view of the image separation result with the proposed method. 
Procedure and Calculation Time
The procedure for the proposed image separation method is summarized as follows:
1. Estimate the scattering centers using each data of the time section whose length is T in . 2. In each time section, obtain a training data set from these scattering centers using only the data for which two peaks of the range profiles can be extracted. 3. Determine the separation boundary with SVM using these training data. 4. Conduct separation using the determined boundary and false point rejection. 5. Iterate these steps until the end of the observation data is reached.
The separation processes, including training data acquisition, are conducted for each time interval T in . In this study, T in is set based on the gate cycle of the targets. Here, we discuss the calculation time and real-time capability of the proposed method. As shown in above procedure, the proposed method requires the acquisition of training data set for each input data and determines the target label immediately after this process. Consequently, a sufficiently short-time input duration and fast calculation for both the training data extraction and the SVM algorithm are needed in practice. In the example shown in Fig. 14 , T in was 0.8 s, slightly longer than half the walking cycle, and the total calculation time for the training data acquisition and classification process was 0.33 s using an Intel Core i5-2520M CPU 2.50 GHz processor. This means that the proposed method has real-time capability.
Discussion
Performance Evaluation for Various Target Positions
In this subsection, the performance of the proposed separation method for various target positions is evaluated. Figure 16 shows the top view of the initial position of the targets. Here, the separation of the targets' torsos is L = 67 cm, and the relative positions are varied by angle θ. The range difference between the targets is changed by varying θ. For example, the range difference is small when θ is small where the same pedestrian targets as in the previous section are assumed. In all scenarios, the targets walk 2.4 m in a straight line, parallel to the y-axis towards the origin. The parameter α is empirically set for each θ, details of which are discussed in the next section. Other parameters and the experimental setup are the same as described in the previous section.
The relationships between θ and δ obtained from the separation methods examined in this paper (see Fig. 17 ) show that the separation accuracy of the proposed method is better for all θ. However, δ becomes comparatively large for θ = 0 and 90
• . When θ is nearly zero, the range difference between the targets is too small; therefore the extraction of training data is difficult in this case. When θ is nearly 90
• , Target 2 is obscured by Target 1, and there is a considerable decrease in the number of estimated scattering centers for Target 2. However, with the exception of these cases, the proposed method achieves an accurate separation over the interval 10
• < θ < 80
• . These results verify that the proposed separation method works well for various positions of pedestrians.
Suitable Parameters for α and β
This section investigates suitable settings for the parameters α and β. First, α is discussed. Equations (9) and (11) show that α determines the threshold of training data acquisition and the separation accuracy depends on the amount of training data. On one hand, if α is set too small, the amount of training data becomes insufficient. On the other hand, if α is too large, an improper training data set is extracted because of interference from the targets. For these reasons, setting the correct α value is important for the proposed method. To investigate suitable values for α, the relationship between α and the separation accuracy for the various target positions assumed in the previous section was estimated.
The separation error rate δ for each α and θ (see Fig. 18 ) shows that the optimum values for α depend on the relative positions of the targets. When θ is small, the appropriate α also needs to be small because there is an increase in training data extraction errors for larger α. In contrast, the optimum α value can be relatively large for large θ. Sufficiently accurate separation is achieved at α = 0.3 for all θ, hence this is a suitable setting for a wide range of situations. However, when the range separation between the targets is sufficiently large, the separation accuracy can be improved by setting larger α values. Thus, a suitable α can be chosen based on the range difference between targets. For example, when the mean range difference between targets estimated in the training data acquisition process is larger than 2ΔR, a value of α = 0.6 is appropriate. In other cases where the range difference is relatively small, we set α = 0.3.
Next, the parameter β, the threshold in the false point rejection method, is discussed. If β is too large, too many points are rejected. Conversely, if β is set small, many false points near the separation boundary remain. For these reasons, the relationships among β − δ, β, and the number of rejected points are important for the appropriate setting of β. Figure 19 shows these relationships for θ = 47.8
• and α = 0.3. The classification accuracy is improved when β is large. However, the number of rejected points become excessive when β > 0.4. Moreover, the improvement in δ is relatively small when β > 0.25. Based on these observations, the interval 0.25 < β < 0.35 is a suitable setting. In addition, the same tendency for the other parameter θ is confirmed. Thus, β = 0.3 is a suitable setting for all situations assumed in this paper.
Conclusions
A UWB Doppler radar-based image separation method for two closely spaced pedestrians was proposed in this paper. Its accuracy was demonstrated by the applications in realistic environments. First, simple image separation using unsupervised methods were tested and it was experimentally shown that the separation accuracy of adjacent pedestrians was inadequate. To achieve better accuracy, an image separation method using supervised learning trained on the obtained data itself from range profiles was proposed. The experiments that involved two pedestrians separated by 0.44 m walking towards the radar compared the separation performance of several representative supervised separation methods (k-NN, NBC, and SVM), and clarified the effectiveness of the SVM compared to other methods. With a down-range resolution of 0.3 m, the features of the pedestrians were evident from images separated by the proposed method. The separation error rate for the proposed separation methods was 4.87%. In addition, the input time duration for each separation process was 0.8 s and the total calculation time for training data acquisition and classification processes was 0.33 s. These results verify that the proposed method achieves accurate and real-time separation of pedestrians in close proximity. Finally, the performance and parameters of the proposed method for various relative positions of the pedestrians were also examined, and a suitable parameter setting was established for the proposed method that optimizes the SVM training process. Investigation of the separation of more than two closely spaced targets and the combination of the proposed method and target number estimation are important future tasks.
